
What do we mean exactly with 
cyber security ? 

 

It is time to secure your factory... 

     



Why is it time to secure your factory ? 



Why is it time to secure your factory ? 



 
 

“Would you imagine driving a car without safety belts on the streets today ?  
 
 

Useless, uneasy, not so nice, we heard everything about them when they were introduced.  Today, you wouldn’t 
feel safe on the road without them.   
 
 

On today’s data highways, your traffic needs the same care for security : whether for support & maintenance, for 
data analytics, for production operations, your machines and your networks need protection. 
 
 

So, because accidents happen, buckle up and drive your business safely…”  

     



 

What do we mean exactly with Cyber Security :  
 

 

 Security against what ? How am I affected ? 

 

 What are the threats ?  What should we do ? 

 

 What is a firewall ?  How does it work ? 

 

 How about remote access and cyber security ? 

     



Security against what ? 



How am I affected ? 

Reality check :  

 

• Time to have an overview : http://www.sicherheitstacho.eu/ 

 

• Time to see examples : http://www.shodanhq.com/ 

http://www.sicherheitstacho.eu/
http://www.shodanhq.com/


How am I affected ? 



How am I affected ? 



Governments react to the threat on industrial assets 



Where is the threat coming from ? 

From Outside From Inside 



The vulnerabilities from inside… 

Old & unsecured 
Operating Systems 

Visible server name 
& login credentials 

Open USB Port 



What can we do ? 

Technical Measures :  
Restricted access, encryption, backups, network segmentation 

 
Organizational Measures : 

Control user access, set procedures, raise awareness 
 
Surveillance Measures :  

Install tools to detect viruses, changes, manipulations 



Two worlds, big differences 

Business Network Production Network 

1.) Confidentiality 
2.) Integrity 
3.) Availability 

1.) Availability 
2.) Integrity 
3.) Confidentiality 



Two worlds, big differences 



A typical factory network… 



A typical factory network… under attack 



 

What do we mean exactly with Cyber Security :  
 

 

 Security against what ? How am I affected ? 

 

 What are the threats ?  What should we do ? 

 

 What is a firewall ?  How does it work ? 

 

 How about remote access and cyber security ? 
 

     



A firewall : how does it work ? 



A firewall : how does it work ? 



A firewall : how does it work ? 



How does an automation firewall look like ? 

 

 

 

A WAN port connects to the “unsafe” network 

 

LAN ports connects to the “protected” network 



Remote access routers may also embed  
firewall capabilities… 

 

There are 3 networks connected to a remote access router : WAN, VPN and LAN 
 

VPN to LAN : all traffic is allowed, user access is controlled from the server 

LAN to VPN : all traffic is blocked by the firewall (except in M2M groups) 
 

WAN to LAN : traffic can be controlled through firewall settings 

LAN to WAN : traffic can be controlled through firewall settings 
 

WAN to VPN : all traffic is blocked by the firewall 

VPN to WAN : all traffic is blocked by the firewall 

 

mbNET is thus also used as a firewall to control WAN network access to the machine 



Controlling traffic with the firewall 



How about remote access and cyber security ? 



How about remote access and cyber security ? 



This is what we mean with cyber security… 



 

Your next MB Connect Line solution is a close as can be… 

 

info@4Sindustrie.nl   

sales@mbconnectline.com 

 

www.4sindustrie.nl  

055 542 4228 

 
 

Let’s talk about your project ! 

     

mailto:info@4Sindustrie.nl
mailto:sales@mbconnectline.com
http://www.4sindustrie.nl/

